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CASE STUDY: WEIGHT WATCHERS

Cookie-less Tracking  
& Device Insights 

69% of users matched to  
Tapad Device Graph 79% lift in conversions  

driven by digital media
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CHALLENGE

With the continued rise of cookie blocking and deletion, 
advertisers are struggling to accurately track attribution. 
Further complicating this task is the growing cross-
device behavior of their audience. Weight Watchers 
sought a sophisticated approach to match its audience 
across devices and to measure conversions influenced 
by digital media.

APPROACH

Weight Watchers partnered with Flashtalking to 
activate Encore Attribution. In order to attribute more 
conversions where cookies are unreliable, Flashtalking 
implemented FTrack cookie-less tracking paired with 
cross-device insights from Tapad. 
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BENEFITS & RESULTS

 
Weight Watchers determined that 15% of their 
converters either rejected or deleted cookies. By 
leveraging Flashtalking and Tapad technology, the 
advertiser saw an additional 79% lift in conversions 
driven by digital media. Additionally, 69% of Weight 
Watchers users were matched to the Tapad Device 
Graph via FTrack technology. These insights helped 
Weight Watchers optimize both media and creative to 
drive higher ROI.
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DIGITAL MEDIA
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Measuring and optimizing digital media is becoming increasingly difficult. It requires a new approach to aggregating, 

cleansing, enhancing and organizing data, along with sound, validated models for analyzing the data. Most importantly, 

results must be presented in a way that are easy to understand and interpret with clear, actionable recommendations 

for reducing waste and optimizing both media and creative to make the most of our budget. That’s what we got from 

Flashtalking—our partner in success. We enabled FTrack cookie-less tracking and Tapad cross device insights and were  

able to see an additional 79% of conversions attached to digital media touch points. — REBECCA JOHN
Assistant Digital Manager,

Weight Watchers
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